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The bimolecular nucleophilic substitution (SN2) reactions of hydroxide anion (OH�) with fluoroamine
(NH2F) and chloramine (NH2Cl) have been investigated with ab initio molecular dynamics simulations.
For the SN2 reaction of OH� with NH2F, there are two main dynamic reaction pathways after passing
the [HO���NH2���F]� barrier. The first one is that the [HO���NH2���F]� transition state directly dissociates
to the products of F� and NH2OH without involving any dynamic intermediate complex, and on the con-
trary, the other one involves the dynamic hydrogen bond F����H�NH�OH and/or F����H�O�NH2 interme-
diate complexes. As to the SN2 reaction of OH� with NH2Cl, there is only one dominant dynamic reaction
pathway, which leads to the products of Cl� and NH2OH directly. According to our calculations, the sta-
tistical theories including the Rice–Ramsperger–Kassel–Marcus (RRKM) theory and transition state (TS)
theory cannot be utilized to model the reaction kinetics for these two SN2 reactions.

� 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Bimolecular nucleophilic substitution (SN2) reactions have been
studied both experimentally and theoretically due to their impor-
tant roles in physical organic chemistry and gas phase negative ion
chemistry [1–7]. Compared with the SN2 reactions at carbon (C)
center, the SN2 reactions at nitrogen (N) center are less understood
[7]. However, the SN2 reactions at N center are very significant in
organic synthesis and carcinogenesis [8–11]. Therefore, the SN2
reactions at N center should be investigated extensively to enrich
the knowledge of the SN2 reactions. Gareyev et al. [12] studied
the reactions between several anionic nucleophiles and chloramine
(NH2Cl) by utilizing the tandem flowing afterglow-selected ion
flow tube (FA-SIFT) operated at 300 K. The overall reaction rate
coefficients and branching ratios for these reactions were mea-
sured quantitatively. Bühl and Schaefer [13,14] optimized the
geometries of transition states of the SN2 reactions at N center with
ab initio methods, and discussed the rate-equilibrium relation-
ships, proton transfer, and steric effects. Moreover, the similarities
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and differences between the SN2 reactions at C and N centers were
also compared. Minyaev and Wales [15] theoretically studied the
topology of the potential energy surface (PES) for the SN2 reaction
between F� and fluoroamine (NH2F). As a result, the corresponding
gradient line reaction path for the reaction of F� with NH2F was
mapped. With the development of the quantum chemical methods,
more and more theoretical investigations have been done on the
topic of the SN2 reactions at N center in the gas phase [16–25]
and even condensed phase [26,27].

The SN2 reactions of hydroxide anion (OH�) with NH2F and
NH2Cl are two typical SN2 reactions at N center. According to pre-
vious experimental conclusions [12], the reaction of OH� with
NH2Cl was very efficient, and the branching ratios of anionic prod-
ucts were Cl� (20%) and NHCl� (80%), which corresponded to the
SN2 and proton transfer reaction channels, respectively. As far as
we know, no experimental results have been reported on the reac-
tion of OH� with NH2F. The cut-through PESs, i.e., the potential en-
ergy profiles for the SN2 reactions of OH� with NH2F and NH2Cl
were explored at the levels of self-consistent field (SCF) method
with double zeta polarized (DZP) and augmented DZP basis sets,
respectively [14]. Additionally, the proton transfer channel of the
OH� + NH2Cl reaction was discussed compared with the SN2 reac-
tion channel [14].

From the calculated cut-through PESs, the static reaction path-
ways can be obtained to explain the reaction mechanisms of the
observed anionic products. Nevertheless, the dynamic reaction
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pathways involving the animated motion of the atoms in the reac-
tive system cannot be obtained. Especially for the SN2 reaction,
both the static and dynamic reaction pathways are proved to be
equally important to uncover the real reaction mechanisms
[2,28–31], e.g., the typical SN2 reaction of OH� with CH3F tended
to avoid the potential energy well of CH3OH���F� on the exit-chan-
nel PES and directly dissociate to the products of F� and CH3OH,
indicating that the dominant dynamic pathway did not follow
the minimum energy path (MEP) [28]. In this paper, we mainly em-
ploy ab initio molecular dynamics [32–34] method to investigate
the dynamic reaction pathways for the SN2 reactions of OH� with
NH2F and NH2Cl. Based on our calculations, the dynamic effects
on their reaction processes are uncovered. We also compare these
two SN2 reactions with the SN2 reaction of OH� with CH3F, and fur-
thermore, the similar and different dynamic behaviors are exten-
sively discussed.
Fig. 1. Potential energy profiles for the SN2 reactions of OH� with NH2F (a) and
NH2Cl (b), where the molecular structures of the critical points on the potential
energy profiles are also depicted. The upper values are the calculated energies at the
CCSD(T,full)/6-311++G(3df,2p)//MP2(full)/6-31+G(d) level, and the lower data are
calculated at MP2(full)/6-31+G(d) level.
2. Computational methods

All the present ab initio calculations and molecular dynamics
simulations were performed with the Gaussian 03 program pack-
age [35]. The reactants, products, static intermediate complexes,
and transition states on the PESs for the SN2 reactions of OH� with
NH2F and NH2Cl were optimized at the MP2(full) [36,37]/6-
31+G(d) level of theory, and then the harmonic frequencies and
zero point energies (ZPEs) were calculated at the same level. More-
over, the single point energies of these optimized molecular struc-
tures were corrected at the CCSD(T,full) [38]/6-311++G(3df,2p)
level, and the unscaled ZPEs at the MP2(full)/6-31+G(d) level were
used. Note that the energies at 0 K were utilized in Section 3.1.

The ab initio molecular dynamics simulations were carried out
with the Born–Oppenheimer molecular dynamics (BOMD) method
[33,34] incorporated in the Gaussian 03 program package. This
method has been successfully employed by us to show the dy-
namic effects in the reactions of O� with CH3F [39,40] and C2H4

[41].
The dynamic trajectories were propagated on the Born–Oppen-

heimer PES calculated at the MP2(full)/6-31+G(d) level of theory.
The trajectories were integrated by using the Hessian-based pre-
dictor–corrector algorithm with Hessian updating for five steps
[42,43]. The step size of all the trajectories was set as the default
value, 0.25 amu1/2 bohr. The trajectory would be stopped when
the distance of center of mass between any couple of separated
fragments was 15 bohr apart or the total integration steps ex-
ceeded the maximal points of 3500. The trajectories were initiated
at the SN2 transition states denoted as [HO���NH2���F]� and
[HO���NH2���Cl]�. The initial conditions were determined by the
thermal [44] and microcanonical [45–47] samplings. The phase
of the transition vector was set to point to the products, and thus,
most of the dynamic trajectories were propagating on the exit-
channel PES. With respect to the thermal samplings, both the
vibrational and rotational sampling temperatures were set to be
300 K, and the ZPEs were also included in the vibrational sampling.
For the SN2 reaction of OH� with NH2F, the energies added on the
transition vector of the [HO���NH2���F]� transition state were speci-
fied to be values sampled from the thermal distribution at 300 K,
0.6 kcal/mol, and 15.0 kcal/mol, respectively. A total of 105 trajec-
tories were calculated for these three cases. As to the SN2 reaction
of OH� with NH2Cl, the energies added on the transition vector of
the [HO���NH2���Cl]� transition state were only sampled from the
thermal distribution at 300 K, and a total of 64 trajectories were
calculated for this case. With respect to the microcanonical sam-
plings, the rotational sampling temperature was set as 300 K, and
a total energy of 19.7 kcal/mol and 17.9 kcal/mol above the ZPEs
was added to the transition vectors and vibrational modes of the
transition states of [HO���NH2���F]� and [HO���NH2���Cl]�, respec-
tively. A total of 70 trajectories were calculated for these two cases.

Generally, the total angular momentums for all the 239 trajec-
tories floated within a range of 10�9�h—10�7�h, and the total energies
drifted within a range from 10�3 kcal/mol to 1 kcal/mol. The bar-
rier recrossing among these 239 trajectories was very infrequent,
and thus, the corresponding discussion was ignored. Additionally,
the Mulliken population analysis [48] was used to determine the
charge distributions of the products at the end of the dynamic
trajectories.
3. Results and discussion

3.1. Static reaction pathways for the SN2 reactions of OH� with NH2F
and NH2Cl

The potential energy profiles at the CCSD(T,full)/6-311++
G(3df,2p)//MP2(full)/6-31+G(d) level of theory for the reactions
of OH� with NH2F and NH2Cl are depicted in Fig. 1. Our potential
energy profiles are consistent with previous theoretical calcula-
tions [14]. It should be noted that the optimizations of the hydro-
gen bond HO����H�NH�Cl intermediate complex at the MP2(full)/
6-31+G(d,p) and MP2(full)/6-311++G(3df,2p) levels always lead to
the hydrogen bond HO�H���NH�Cl� intermediate complex finally.
The proton transfer occurs in the optimization processes at these
two levels of theory. However, the discussion on the proton trans-
fer reaction is beyond the scope of this study. Combined with pre-
vious theoretical conclusions [14], the static reaction pathway for
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the SN2 reaction of OH� with NH2F could be viewed as follows. At
first, OH� attacks one of the H atoms of NH2F to form the hydrogen
bond HO����H�NH�F intermediate complex, and then, this inter-
mediate complex overcomes the [HO���NH2���F]� barrier to produce
another hydrogen bond intermediate complex of F����H�NH�OH.
Subsequently, the F����H�NH�OH intermediate will decompose
to F� and NH2OH as products at last. The static reaction pathway
for the SN2 reaction of OH� with NH2Cl is the same as the SN2 reac-
tion between OH� and NH2F.

As shown in Fig. 1, the energies of the various critical points on
the potential energy profiles at the MP2(full)/6-31+G(d) level are
close to those at the CCSD(T,full)/6-311++G(3df,2p)//MP2(full)/6-
31+G(d) level, and thus, using the MP2(full)/6-31+G(d) level to per-
form ab initio molecular dynamics simulations is reasonable.
Fig. 2. Distances between N atom and F atom along a typical trajectory of type I on
the exit-channel PES for the SN2 reaction of OH� with NH2F. This trajectory directly
leads to the products of F� and NH2OH without involving any dynamic intermediate
complex. Three molecular geometries along this trajectory are also shown.
3.2. Dynamic reaction pathways for the SN2 reaction of OH�with NH2F

A total of 105 trajectories initiated at the [HO���NH2���F]� transi-
tion state have been calculated for the SN2 reaction between OH�

and NH2F with the thermal samplings at 300 K. In order to present
the dynamic effect, the energies added on the transition vector of
the [HO���NH2���F]� transition state are specified as values sampled
from the thermal distribution at 300 K, 0.6 kcal/mol, and 15.0 kcal/
mol, respectively. 35 trajectories have been calculated for each
case. The results of these trajectories are summarized in Table 1.
Note that the minor types of trajectories are ignored in the follow-
ing discussion.

Two dominant types of dynamic reaction pathways after pass-
ing the [HO���NH2���F]� barrier have revealed by these 105 trajecto-
ries. The first one denoted as type I is that the [HO���NH2���F]�

transition state directly dissociates to F� and NH2OH without
involving any dynamic intermediate complex. The distances be-
tween N atom and F atom along a typical trajectory are shown in
Fig. 2. The other type denoted as type II involves dynamic hydrogen
bond intermediate complexes. Fig. 3a shows the distances of N
atom with F atom and O atom with F atom along a typical trajec-
tory of type II, and nine molecular geometries along this trajectory
are also depicted in Fig. 3b. Generally, this type of trajectory points
to the final products of F� and NH2OH through undergoing dy-
namic hydrogen bond intermediate complexes of F����H�NH�OH
and/or F����H�O�NH2. Among the trajectories of type II, some stop
at one of these two dynamic hydrogen bond intermediate com-
plexes within the maximal integration steps of 3500, however,
they will finally dissociate to F� and NH2OH with additional inte-
gration steps.

As shown in Fig. 1a, a static intermediate complex of
F����H�NH�OH has been located on the exit-channel PES. The
remarkable character of the static F����H�NH�OH intermediate
complex is the hydrogen bond of F����H�N, and the dissociation
of this hydrogen bond produces F� and NH2OH as suggested in
the potential energy profile. On the dynamic reaction pathway of
type II, the other intermediate complex denoted as F����H�O�NH2

is found, which corresponds to another potential well on the exit-
Table 1
Summary of the dynamic reaction pathways after passing the [HO���NH2���F]� barrier for t

Energies added on the transition vector of the
[HO���NH2���F]� transition state

F� + NH2OH
(Type Ia)

F� + N
(Type

Thermal distribution at 300 K 10 9
0.6 kcal/mol 10 9
15.0 kcal/mol 18 8

a With respect to this type of trajectory, the [HO���NH2���F]� transition state directly
intermediate complex.

b This type of trajectory leads to the final products of F� and NH2OH through undergoi
complexes or stops at one of these two dynamic hydrogen bond intermediate complexe
channel PES. This intermediate complex has neither been taken
into account on the static reaction pathway in Section 3.1 nor in
previous theoretical calculations [14]. The prominent character of
this dynamic intermediate complex is the hydrogen bond of
F����H�O. It is obvious that the decomposition of the hydrogen
bond of F����H�O will also lead to the products of F� and NH2OH.
As illustrated in Fig. 3b, the dynamic intermediate complexes of
F����H�NH�OH and F����H�O�NH2 can generally isomerize to each
other via a ‘‘roaming’’ F� atomic anion on the dynamic reaction
pathway of type II. The ‘‘roaming’’ mechanism has been illumi-
nated in the photodissociation dynamics [49–57] and even in some
bimolecular reaction processes [39,41,58,59]. In summary, there
are two different potential wells on the exit-channel PES for the
SN2 reaction of OH� with NH2F, i.e., one is F����H�NH�OH and
the other is F����H�O�NH2. For the dynamic reaction pathways
of type II, the dynamic trajectories are generally trapped in these
two potential wells for a period of time.

When the energies added on the transition vector of the
[HO���NH2���F]� transition state are sampled from the thermal dis-
tribution at 300 K, 10 trajectories belong to type I and 24 trajecto-
ries belong to type II. When the energy added on the transition
vector is set to be 0.6 kcal/mol, 10 and 23 trajectories belong to
type I and II, respectively. As the energy added on the transition
vector is increased to 15.0 kcal/mol, the number of trajectories of
type I increases to 18, while the number of trajectories of type II
decreases to 16. Therefore, the dynamic reaction pathways are
influenced by the energies added on the transition vector of the
[HO���NH2���F]� transition state, and the potential reason will be
discussed in Section 3.5.
he SN2 reaction of OH� with NH2F with the thermal samplings.

H2OH
IIb)

Dynamic hydrogen bond intermediate
complex (Type IIb)

Other
trajectories

Total

15 1 35
14 2 35

8 1 35

dissociates to the final products of F� and NH2OH without involving any dynamic

ng the dynamic hydrogen bond F����H�NH�OH and/or F����H�O�NH2 intermediate
s within limited maximal integration steps of 3500.



Fig. 3. (a) Distances of N atom with F atom and O atom with F atom along a typical
trajectory of type II on the exit-channel PES for the SN2 reaction of OH� with NH2F.
This trajectory leads to the products of F� and NH2OH through undergoing the
dynamic hydrogen bonded F����H�NH�OH and F����H�O�NH2 intermediate com-
plexes. These two dynamic hydrogen bonded intermediate complexes change to
each other via a ‘‘roaming’’ F� atomic anion. (b) Nine molecular structures along this
trajectory.
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In order to confirm the dynamic reaction pathways for the SN2
reaction of OH� with NH2F, 35 trajectories have also been calcu-
lated with the microcanonical sampling. Among these 35 trajecto-
ries, 7 trajectories belong to type I and 20 trajectories belong to
type II. The remaining 8 trajectories lead to H2O + NHF�,
HO�H���NHF� intermediate complex, NH2O� + HF, and NH2O����HF
intermediate complex with small branching ratios. Therefore, the
results of the thermal and microcanonical samplings are consistent
with each other.
Fig. 4. Distances between N atom and Cl atom along a typical trajectory on the exit-
channel PES for the SN2 reaction of OH� with NH2Cl. Along this trajectory, the
[HO���NH2���Cl]� transition state directly decomposes to the products of Cl� and
NH2OH without involving any dynamic intermediate complex. Molecular structures
of three points on this trajectory are also depicted.
3.3. Dynamic reaction pathways for the SN2 reaction of OH� with
NH2Cl

To present the dynamic reaction pathways after passing the
[HO���NH2���Cl]� barrier for the SN2 reaction of OH� with NH2Cl, a
total of 64 trajectories have been calculated with the thermal sam-
pling at 300 K. The energy added on the transition vector of the
[HO���NH2���Cl]� transition state is sampled from the thermal distri-
bution at 300 K, which corresponds to �0.6 kcal/mol. Among the
64 trajectories, 57 trajectories (�89%) directly decompose to the
products of Cl� and NH2OH without involving any dynamic inter-
mediate complex. The distances between N atom and Cl atom
along a typical trajectory in these 57 trajectories are shown in
Fig. 4. Only 2 trajectories involve the dynamic hydrogen bond
Cl����H�NH�OH and Cl����H�O�NH2 intermediate complexes.
Additionally, the other 5 trajectories lead to the OH����H�NH�Cl
intermediate complex on the entrance-channel PES, and then, the
final products of H2O + NHCl� are expected through the proton
transfer process. It should be noted that the trajectories without
involving any dynamic hydrogen bond intermediate complexes
would be expected more and more dominant with the energy
added on the transition vector increasing.

Additionally, 35 trajectories have been calculated with the
microcanonical sampling. Among these 35 trajectories, 27 trajecto-
ries (�77%) directly dissociate to the products of Cl� and NH2OH
without involving any dynamic intermediate complex, and only 1
trajectory involves the dynamic hydrogen bond Cl����H�NH�OH
and Cl����H�O�NH2 intermediate complexes. The rest 7 trajecto-
ries firstly lead to the region of OH����H�NH�Cl intermediate com-
plex on the entrance-channel PES, and then form the products of
H2O + NHCl� or the HO�H���NHCl� intermediate complex through
the proton transfer process. The previous theoretical work [14]
has discussed the proton transfer channel of the OH� + NH2Cl reac-
tion, however, the dynamic effect on this reaction process is be-
yond the scope of the present study.
3.4. Comparisons with the SN2 reaction of OH� with CH3F

Since the SN2 reactions at C center and N center are similar, we
would like to compare the title reactions with the SN2 reaction of
OH� with CH3F [28], and try to understand their dynamic features
deeply. As shown by the dynamic trajectory calculations at the
MP2/6-31+G(d) level of theory for the OH� + CH3F reaction, the
most of the trajectories (�90%) avoid the potential energy mini-
mum of CH3OH���F� and directly decompose to the products of F�

and CH3OH [28]. Significantly, this dynamic behavior originates
from the ‘‘weak coupling between CH3OH + F� relative translation
and O�C���F� bending and other vibrational degrees of freedom of
the reactive system’’ [28]. The dynamic behavior of the SN2 reaction
of OH� with NH2Cl is very similar to the SN2 reaction of OH� with
CH3F, which avoids the potential energy minimums of
Cl����H�NH�OH and Cl����H�O�NH2 on the exit-channel PES and
directly leads to the products of Cl� and NH2OH. Thus, the coupling
between NH2OH + Cl� relative translation and vibrational degrees
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of freedom of this reactive system seems as weak as the SN2 reac-
tion of OH� with CH3F. On the contrary, the dynamic behavior of
the SN2 reaction of OH� with NH2F is much different from that of
the SN2 reaction of OH� with CH3F. The dynamic intermediate
complexes of F����H�NH�OH and/or F����H�O�NH2 play signifi-
cant roles in the dynamic reaction pathway of type II, indicating
that the coupling between NH2OH + F� relative translation and
vibrational degrees of freedom is stronger than that in the SN2
reactive systems of OH� + CH3F and OH� + NH2Cl. Moreover, the
energies added on the transition vector of the [HO���NH2���F]� tran-
sition state seriously influence the dynamic behavior. In other
words, the branching ratios of the dynamic reaction pathways of
type I and II after passing the [HO���NH2���F]� barrier could be con-
trolled by the excitation of the corresponding transition vector.

3.5. Driving energies for the dynamic reaction pathways on the exit-
channel PES

After passing the SN2 barrier, the energy added on the transition
vector and the release of the potential energy on the reaction coor-
dinate tend to drive the dissociating fragments departing from
each other. On the contrary, the ion–dipole interaction energy be-
tween these two dissociating fragments prevents them from sepa-
rating on the exit-channel PES.

For the SN2 reaction of OH� with NH2F, the competition of the
aforementioned energies results in the major dynamic reaction
pathways of type I and II. As the energy added on the transition
vector is increased from 0.6 kcal/mol to 15.0 kcal/mol, the branch-
ing ratio of trajectories of type I increases, indicating that the en-
ergy added on the transition vector is beneficial to make the
reactive system overcome the ion–dipole interaction energy be-
tween F� and NH2OH on the exit-channel PES. For the SN2 reaction
of OH� with NH2Cl, combined with the release of the potential en-
ergy on the reaction coordinate, the energy added on the transition
vector of the [HO���NH2���Cl]� transition state is able to overcome
the ion–dipole interaction energy between Cl� and NH2OH over-
whelmingly, even at the lower value sampled from the thermal
distribution at 300 K. Therefore, the most of the trajectories di-
rectly lead to the products of Cl� and NH2OH without involving
any dynamic intermediate. From the viewpoint of the dynamic
reaction pathways, the interaction energy of F� with NH2OH is
much stronger than that of Cl� with NH2OH. As shown in Fig. 1,
at the CCSD(T,full)/6-311++G(3df,2p)//MP2(full)/6-31+G(d) level,
the interaction energy of the F����H�NH�OH complex (20.9 kcal/
mol) is stronger than that of the Cl����H�NH�OH complex
(10.3 kcal/mol). Moreover, at the same level, the interaction energy
of the F����H�O�NH2 complex (28.4 kcal/mol) is stronger than that
of the Cl����H�O�NH2 complex (12.6 kcal/mol). These calculated
interaction energies are consistent with the results revealed by
the dynamic reaction pathways.

3.6. Timescales of the reaction processes on the exit-channel PES and
nonstatistical mechanism

For the SN2 reaction of OH� with NH2F, after passing the
[HO���NH2���F]� barrier, there are two different mechanisms to pro-
duce the products of F� and NH2OH. One is the direct dissociation
to F� and NH2OH within about 189 fs–681 fs. This type of reaction
process is very fast, and hence the intramolecular vibrational redis-
tribution (IVR) is not efficient. Therefore, utilizing the Rice–Ram-
sperger–Kassel–Marcus (RRKM) theory [60] and/or transition
state (TS) theory [60] to model the SN2 reaction kinetics of OH�

with NH2F is not appropriate.
The other is the indirect decomposition within about 593 fs–

2489 fs, in which the dynamic hydrogen bond intermediate com-
plexes of F����H�NH�OH and/or F����H�O�NH2 are involved. For
a few trajectories of type II, the lifetimes of the dynamic interme-
diate complexes are very short, and the corresponding reaction
timescale is similar to that of the direct dissociation process. Dur-
ing the short lifetime, the dissociating F� rebounds once or twice,
and then, the intermediate complex decomposes to F� and NH2OH
immediately. For the most trajectories of type II, the lifetimes of
the dynamic intermediate complexes are generally around the
timescale of picosecond. As shown in Table 1, some trajectories
stop at one of the dynamic hydrogen bond intermediate complexes
within the limited maximal steps, and thus, these trajectories need
longer time to produce the final products of F� and NH2OH. There-
fore, the statistical models could be only applied for calculating the
reaction kinetics in this case.

The [HO���NH2���Cl]� transition state directly dissociates to the
products of Cl� and NH2OH within about 189 fs–553 fs, which is
similar to the timescale of the direct SN2 reaction mechanism of
OH� with NH2F. The IVR of this reaction process is not efficient,
and therefore, both the RRKM and TS theories based on the poten-
tial energy profile are not suitable to model the SN2 reaction kinet-
ics for this reactive system definitely.
4. Conclusions

The gas phase SN2 reactions of OH� with NH2F and NH2Cl have
been investigated with ab initio molecular dynamics simulations.
The dynamic reaction pathways and corresponding reaction mech-
anisms are obtained. For the SN2 reaction of OH� with NH2F, there
are two different reaction mechanisms after passing the
[HO���NH2���F]� barrier. The first one is the direct reaction mecha-
nism, i.e., the [HO���NH2���F]� transition state directly dissociates
to the products of F� and NH2OH without involving any dynamic
intermediate complex. On the contrary, the other one is the indi-
rect reaction mechanism, which involves the dynamic hydrogen
bonded F����H�NH�OH and/or F����H�O�NH2 intermediate com-
plexes. For the SN2 reaction of OH� with NH2Cl, there is only one
dominant dynamic reaction pathway, which leads to the products
of Cl� and NH2OH directly. As illuminated by our simulations, the
competition between the energy added on the transition vector
combined with the release of the potential energy on the reaction
coordinate and the interaction energy between the dissociating
fragments on the exit-channel PES is the key factor for the dynamic
reaction mechanisms. Moreover, in view of the direct reaction
mechanism, employing the RRKM theory and/or TS theory to mod-
el the SN2 reaction kinetics of OH� with NH2F and NH2Cl is not
appropriate.
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